
Dear Members, 

 

Blythe here. We have another full day of matches today! Some are consolation matches; some 

are quarterfinals; some are semis; there’s even a main-draw final! We’re guaranteed to see 

amazing tennis. We’re guaranteed to see a few third-set tiebreakers (this tournament has had a 

lot of them, so far). We’re guaranteed to have a late-night raffle! We’re guaranteed to see the 

joy of victory and the agony of defeat. 

 

Speaking of the agony of defeat, for last night’s match results, click here. 

 

There are several ways to approach today’s schedule. You could click here, note the matches 

you want to see, and plan your day around it. Alternatively, you could park yourself on a 

bleacher and watch whatever appears in front of you, safe in the assumption that 1) it’ll be good 

tennis, and 2) they will be people you want to see. I’m opting for the latter. Hope to see you 

there. 

 

Tonight is soup night! Soup and bread, supplied by the junior families! Soup on a chilly fall 

Sunday? What could be better? 

 

Thanks so much to Wendy Weddle and Donna Dorsey for serving up the pizza last night! Kids’ 

Night was, as always, a great success! 

 

OK – without further ado, I give you last night’s recap: 

 

Day at d’ Club: A tennis Odyssey 

 

(Chris Kayser a/k/a “Ashleigh’s husband”) 

What does “love” got to do with it (i.e., tennis)? Turns out, tennis historian and thunderdome 

warrior Tina Turner isn’t the only one pondering this curious question. For years, a small war 

has raged between tennis etymologists about the origins of “love” in tennis. Some believe it 

comes from the French word l’ouf which sounds like “love” but means “egg” as in “oh, crap I just 

laid another egg on the court and now its l’ouf-40.” After all, the word “tennis” is derived from the 

Old French “tenez,” imperative of tenir, meaning “to hold, receive, take.” Others, however, 

believe it originates from the phrase “to play for love” as in “you must not be playing to win 

because you have yet to score a point.” Based on the action of Day 6 of the Irvington Club 

Tournament, a case could be made for either. 

 

9:30 a.m., Wake up and smell the action on Courts 1, 2, & 3. 

In the early morning 4.5 men’s singles caffeinated match on court one, Brian Hendrickson soon 

learned that love hurts. Brian’s sugar-free diet and unsweetened strokes did not have an answer 

for Andy’s consistent mix of forehand blasts, lobs, and precisely placed volleys in Kerr’s 6-2, 6-0 

victory. 

 

http://tennislink.usta.com/tournaments/TournamentHome/PreviewTDReport.aspx?id=99182
http://tennislink.usta.com/tournaments/TournamentHome/PreviewTDReport.aspx?id=99181


The Court 2 55+ 8.0 women’s doubles action featured the craft of Donna Roisom and Sharon 

Malin’s well-placed volleys and timely lobs leaving Lisa Lynch and Mary Mountain looking like 

they got a taste of tainted love. Roisom Malin take victory in a 6-2, 6-1 win. 

 

My apologies to the competitors on court three. Having drank too much and slept too little last 

night, the bleariness in my eyes and head was unable to catch what was undoubtedly a good 

match on court 3 in the women’s 55+ 6.0 doubles. Reportedly, Liz Casson-Taylor and Mary 

Knocke had the winning strokes over Sarah Chung and Carol Davidson in a 6-3, 6-3 victory. 

 

11:00 a.m. Still here. 

Love didn’t last long on the solo 11:00 match between men’s 3.0 No. 1 seed, John “Windy” 

Windish and Omar Martinez. They traded points in long rallies, patiently waiting to see who 

would make the first mistake. Omar had the edge in the first set, taking it 7-5, but like a 

hurricane, Windy came roaring back to take the second set 6-2 and validate his no. 1 seeding. 

Speaking of seeding, the term “seed,” first used in tennis, refers to the concept of laying out a 

tournament ladder like seedlings in a garden with the smaller ones up front and the larger ones 

behind. Unfortunately for Windy, his seedling did not receive sufficient water, light, or love and 

withered under the pressure of Omar’s slightly more dominant play in a third set tiebreak, 

ending 10-7. 

 

12:30 Lunch time! 

It was forgotten love for the lonely, men’s 3.0 singles match between big Bill Seidl (no relation to 

Walter as his 6’5” frame clearly suggests) and iron Aaron Kohn. The stands were empty save 

for me (loyally documenting every amazing point) and Omar, still basking in the glow of victory, 

eating a bagel and occasionally distracted enough by the noise on court 2 to notice the match. 

This did not have the look of an ordinary 3.0 consolation match as big Bill and iron Aaron wail 

on the ball in ways that had me double checking to see if they were perhaps “self” rated. Aaron 

took the first set 6-4.Then, Omar left, leaving me hungry and alone thinking about the delicious 

bagel he just ate.Lunchtime. I left, leaving Aaron and Bill to quietly console each other, with 

Aaron (so I was told) taking the victory with a 6-4 second set. 

 

2:00 Nap time! 

After eating a nap-inducing bagel and catching a few z’s, I was back at it to discover that love is 

a battlefield of afternoon matches. By the time I arrived, the 6.0 ladies, Kristen Butler and Erica 

Coughlin-Glaser had lost the first set 1-6 to Denise Townsend and Colleen Walker (subbing for 

Jenny Raze). Things took a dramatic turn in the second set as Kristen and Erica played virtually 

error-less tennis, back-boarding back anything and everything Denise and Colleen sent their 

way and taking the set 6-0. They then put to the test the theory that handily winning the second 

set gives you a statistical advantage in the third set. Unfortunately for Kristen and Erica, that 

was a test they failed, losing the tie break 8-10. 

 

Court 2 purportedly was a men’s 3.0 quarter final between Dr. Scott Naugler and Paul Burkhart, 

but the quality of the tennis looked more like a 3.5 match - with long points, blazing serves, 

blistering ground strokes, and impossible gets. In the end, Paul took it to Dr. Naugs 6-3, 6-2. 



Court 3 was all magic and mojo as the 7.0 men Mark McGinnis and Steve Diess (“McDiess”) 

took on Don Brown and Tod Breslau (“Brownslau”) in a consi quarterfinal match. Breslau tested 

fortune by playing without his lucky head bandage (did he learn nothing from Ron?) and soon 

found out how fickle fortune can be. McDiess came at them with crafty shots, well-placed 

volleys, and spiny trick shots. In one well-played rally, Steve, pretending to line-up for an 

overhead smash, instead skillfully nicked the ball with the top edge of his tennis frame, lightly 

lobbing the wickedly spinning ball barely over the net and bouncing with enough backspin to 

return back over the net without giving Tod or Don a chance to touch it. With voodoo like that, it 

is no surprise that the bandage-less team Brownslau wasn’t able to pull out this close match. 

 

3:30 Beer No. 1! 

For the 3:30 matches, the hard lesson learned for those on the losing side of the court was that 

Love Stinks; unless of course, you are a Def Leppard, fan in which case the lesson would be 

Love Bites. On Court 1, Deb Naugler used her signature backhand swinging volley and 

spiderwoman-like court coverage to get anything Jenny Martson stroked her way. Jenny played 

great tennis but just wasn’t able to overcome Deb’s dominance. 

 

As an aside, the Thorns win the NWSL Championship! It is sports-day after all, meaning that 

tennis isn’t the only sport we are paying attention to. With apologies to fans of playoff baseball 

and college football, the omission of your favorite team’s score was entirely intentional. I no 

longer care about baseball since my beloved Nationals lost, and I have never cared about 

college football because my Santa Clara fighting Broncos haven’t had a football team in 20 

years. But we can’t ignore this incredible local team that once again takes the championship. 

Congrats Thorns! 

 

Now, back to tennis. On Court 2 Lisa Lynch and Alison Maynard showed the young-upstarts 

Ella Kohn and Paitlyn Raze the value of age and experience. Ella and Paitlyn played well and 

have beautiful strokes, but that was not enough to challenge the error-less play of Lisa and 

Alison who won 6-0, 6-1. 

 

5:00 Church. 

My apologies to the 5:00 matches but I had an urgent need to attend church and pray for victory 

in my upcoming matches this week. Either that or my recap of the 5:00 matches was so 

salacious that it was edited to this: 

 

Keith Johnson harrissed Steve Harris [CENSOREDREDACTED CENSORED] in an epic match 

that left Keith in a sweaty, panting, victorious mess.Keith, a fellow catholic, noted that he sealed 

victory likely at the precise moment I was taking communion, leading to our collective belief that 

God intervened in his match. 

 

Kathy Rogers and Erica Coughlin-Glaser, both loyal Catholics, opted to miss church and play 

their 3.0 singles match.God was on Kathy’s side in the 6-3, 6-0 victory, leaving some to wonder 

what sins Erica has left unconfessed. [CENSORED REDACTED CENSORED] 

 

 



6:30 Cocktail hours and hours begin. 

The 6:30 matches were all about big love and big guns. The court 1 action featured 3.5 singles 

ladies Marie Eckert and Wendy Schmidt. Long, hard-hitting points, few errors, and several 

athletic gets defined this match of two strong 3.5 ladies. Wendy won the first set 6-3 and looked 

to be on her way to win the second with a 4-1 lead when Wendy pulled out with a back spasm, 

causing some to question if Marie’s prayers for victory were answered or if the sudden turn of 

events was because Wendy missed 5:00 mass. 

 

Court 2 featured big boys Kelly “manta” Rae and Steve “whale on the ball” Wilker. According to 

reliable sources, Steve has had two shoulder surgeries, a hip replaced and is quite possibly a 

cyborg which is a completely believable rumor given how hard and precisely he hits the ball. 

Kelly, playing with all his own parts (albeit with a variety of braces and compression sleeves to 

keep it all together), ably answered Steve’s super-human strokes with equally hard slices and 

hard-hitting forehands but ultimately was not enough for Steve’s bionic strength. Wilker wins    

6-3, 6-3. 

 

Up-and-comers, Isabella Jacobs and Ella Kohn were on distant court 3. Both have beautiful 

strokes and we hope to continue to see them in future tournaments. Congratulations to Isabella 

for sealing the victory. 

 

8:00 Still here and on to Beer No. 3. 

There was little love, lots of deuce and three third set tie-breaks in the evening 

matches. Speaking of “deuce,” did you know that the term originates from the French phrase “a’ 

deux de jeu” meaning two points away from the end of the game. 

 

The main event on Court 1 featured long-time club favorite Brent Chin teaming up with his 

protégé (also a French word) Gus Krauel against two of the club’s best – Andy Kerr and Adam 

Rothert. This was a crowd-silencing match as the stands were glued to the action and some 

wild, skillfully executed points. The drama was real. Would Adam bring out his big guns against 

his younger opponents (he did) and would they manage the pace (they did). Gus invoked Toby-

style cross-court lobs and delicate volleys to fend off massive forehands from the Kerr/Rothert 

duo while Brent managed to demonstrate that he is capable of getting balls at every square inch 

of the court. There finally was the third-set tie break and at 8-7 it was a’ deux de jeu for 

Kerr/Rothert who won 10-8.Great match. 

 

The tennis was great on Court 2 as well. Terry Folen and Janet Walker took on Mary Elliott and 

Kathleen Goodfriend in women’s 55+ 8.0 doubles. After losing the first set 6-7, Elliott and 

Goodfriend came roaring back to take the second set 6-2 and force a third set tie-break and 

ultimately a 10-4 victory. 

 

On Court 3, Prashant and Ron and Lars and Soren were seeking consolation for the wounds left 

from the Benson/Ringelberg locomotive that steamrolled the 8.0 doubles bracket. Ron, the only 

one on the court lacking a unique first name, must have known this match wouldn’t be won 

easily. His lucky charm, Conor, was nowhere to be found, leaving Ron and Prashant with a 

third-set 12-10 loss. 



10:00 pm. Stands empty. Bedtime. 

Waking up this morning, pulling pizza cheese and cookie crumbs from hair, crawling out of the 

stands at the midway point of the tournament, I am left feeling like groundhog day but, recalling 

the events from yesterday, also what a terrific club we have and a great community of people 

that make it happen. 

 

- Chris Kayser 

 

 


